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This classic and beloved cookbook which has been utilized by generations of cooks is filled up with a
large number of recipes for appetizers, beverages, quick breads, yeast breads, cakes and frostings,
cookies, candies, dessert, eggs and cheese, rice, pasta and cereals, meats, fish, poultry, main dishes, pies,
preserves, relishes and garnishes, sauces, salads, soups and stews, sandwiches, and vegetables along with
a section of useful tips and cooking terminology. Filled with dozens of color photos and diagrams, this
classic cookbook can be a must-have for everybody.
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Not An Authentic Reproduction I have several copies of the initial Betty Crocker's Cookbook for Boys
and Girls and also have found deletions of some of the old recipes in the new reproduction. There is
absolutely no Easy Orange Cake and Clear Orange Sauce in the new. I noted several other changes too!!
USUALLY DO NOT buy the Classic Reprint Group of this book, it is nothing even more than a poor
quality scan of every page of the initial book. The seller sent exactly what was ordered. It's the 1976
(1969 copyright) Betty Crocker Cookbook with the Pie diagram on the front. I'm am thrilled with the
condition of the book I received. I'd have enjoyed them to have revised it giving the exact old recipes and
writing what adjustments were to be produced if products were no more available. and I spent many
happy hours as a child reading this book We couldn't believe it when I actually saw that this cookbook
was available as a "new" reserve (authentic reproduction) again. I received it - probably as a birthday gift?
I don't remember - when I was a kid, about 50 years ago... In fact it includes on a very few dark and
"white" (the book is previous) illustrations. It looks exactly like the original, and has the same durable and
practical hardcover spiral binding that I remember. Although if you look properly, you can inform that the
cover is normally from a "photo of a photo," as the image isn't quite as sharp as an original will be. Also,
the green glossy materials used on the inside of leading & back covers had not been in the initial.
However, the rest about the reserve is a perfect reproduction.. How exactly to set the table?This cookbook
is definitely rooted in the food styles, tastes and knowledge of its mid-20th-century era.That said, this was
an extremely, VERY good children's cookbook because of its era. The recipes are creative, attractive, and
frequently whimsical. Love this reserve. It piques the interest through extras just like the illustrations
(including many gorgeous full-page color glossy photos of completed quality recipes) and the sidebar
guidelines from the 12 children who were the "Junior Testers" of all the recipes in the publication. My
grandma's was falling out in clumps of the binding and she could find the chocolate chip cookies with her
eyes closed. Ordered the 5 band binder version. How to scramble eggs? In case you are thinking of
buying it for a kid in your life today, I'd say go ahead and buy it for its instructional worth in the basics of
cooking, but give the child a more contemporary children's cookbook at the same time. DO NOT BUY
THE PAPERBACK Classic Reprint Series Very disappointed.62 in the old may be the recipe for Chocolate
Fudge Milk Shake and in the new is Cake and Frosting Mix. The pages are not straight nor do the also fill
the page. Pictures are dark, text message is unclear. Not worthy of the paper it really is printed on, will be
sending it back..So, bottom line:1. This book is in amazing condition considering it's more than I am.
There is a LOT of information for a budding cook who doesn't wish to just learn a specific recipe, but
actually wants to learn how to cook - such as cooking strategies and terminology, types of utensils, safety
suggestions. It’s the most stained page in my own copy. It’s right here. 10 stars easily could. The recipes
are cute and imaginative, fairly simple but delicious. It is in exceptional condition for being nearly 30
years older. One of my aunts gave me personally this book when We was seven. I love this book! So
when I noticed that it had been available again, I eagerly bought a duplicate with regard to nostalgia..but
not the description. Be forewarned, this book does NOT contain the gorgeous photos referred to in the
review.As an object of nostalgia, I'd rate it 5 stars. Other than feeling a tad bit cheated that the book is not
as described, it really is in great, readable condition and seems to have all of it's web pages intact. My
copy is certainly worn to shreds—food stains on every web page, cover hanging on by a cable—but I still
utilize it, 45 years later. However, the Review/Explanation ought to be amended to match this specific
book so as not to deceive customers.UPDATE:Simply received my other reserve which is the 1 in the
photo because of this listing. I got bought several on an auction site to hand down to my children that
were not who is fit. But that one was in great condition, so I guess I'll have more time to utilize it to rags.
Got this cookbook because mine got packed aside for a move and we can’t find it now! This one receives
5 celebrities.I was very excited about hearing that they were going to reprint this recipe publication as my
original copy was completely falling apart. Fast shipping Great condition my mom adored this gift as



advertised my mom used these got it for nostalgia Get this for your grandkids, nieces, nephews, and any
additional child you understand!The cover of the book I received matches the photo on the listing.
Overall, especially for the purchase price, I am pleased with my buy. It’s important enough to possess
survived many, many moves; sometimes supplanted by famous brands Julia Kid and Jacques Pepin; but
when I’m called on to bring an Easter dish to a obtain-jointly, my thoughts go instantly to the Bunny Salad
in this reserve, and it’s always popular. The only cookbook I use. I Am Pleased Received the book. Your
kitchen advice are stellar for just about any age. There exists a lot about cooking that has transformed in
the 60 years since this book was initially published:* Our knowledge of diet has improved significantly*
We encounter a greater variety of ingredients, especially new produce, in our stores* Our meals landscape
offers been enriched by many contributions from nearly every continent and every part of the planet earth
(I had definitely never heard about hummus or chiles rellenos when I utilized to read this reserve on lazy
summer months afternoons), and* Rather than seeing canned/highly processed foods as exciting miracles
of modern culinary technology, we now see them as the less healthy and less tasty versions of meals. I got
lucky.2. Also here. Measuring, stirring, food prep are all described and illustrated in a most kid friendly
format. Thankful for finding this cookbook! parental permission and guidance is invoked whenever heat
or knives are involved.May I recommend the chocolate pudding? And I had not been expecting it at the
steal of a price I got...I simply purchased the newest edition for my seven 12 months old grandson. I was
thrilled that the cover is strictly exactly like mine (though cleaner), and I hope it provides him the
beginning of the same lifelong enjoyment of cooking as it gave me. Great cook book Ordered this 1 as a
replacement. My outdated one fell apart .Just how much to love! Love it.. I was going to buy the new one
until I went through it and discovered that it really is a revised reproduction rather than a real
reproduction. It was better still than I expected. Still gonna use it no matter what! Received a different
book You can see the difference a dn the receipts are not the same Exstreamly disappointing Five Stars
Great dishes from my childhood.As a 21st-hundred years cookbook for children to use, I'd probably give
it only 3 stars. I have always been a cookbook reader, and I spent many content hours as a child reading
this book.! Excellent buy!great price. Not really what was it had been stated to be. If you are a adult who
was deeply in love with this publication as a kid, purchase it. Received the hard cover version.It’s safe;
Very happy with this purchase.! Wonderful cookbook, just wish previous books didn’t have that smell,
but this publication came out in the 60’s therefore i expected it. I purchased this for a gift and the
recipient was wowed.Definitely buy.! Just happy I found a replacement for mine! On p.Apparently several
different books are lumped below this one photo/listing/description.
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